### 5WK610FFOR
**Built-in wine cabinet 60cm**

#### Power / consumption
- **Power input (W):** 90
- **Power switch:** Yes
- **Length of power cable (cm):** 200
- **Voltage (V):** 220-240
- **Frequency (Hz):** 50
- **Electrical intensity (A):** 1.00
- **LED light power max (W):** 3

#### Equipment / Comfort
- **Side gaskets to hide the side holes**
- **Bottom and top fixing plates for easy mounting**
- **Adjustable feet (x4) to align the wine cabinet with other appliances**
- **Open door alarm**
- **Visual and audible temperature alarm**
- **Demo mode**
- **Automatic defrost**
- **Anti-vibration system**
- **Winter system**

#### Technical data and dimensions (HxWxD)
- **Device dimensions:** 589 x 590 x 560 mm
- **Device dimensions (packed):** 635 x 656 x 620 mm
- **Net weight (kg):** 33.00
- **Gross weight (kg):** 36
- **Net volume (L):** 83

#### Accessoires:
- 2 sliding wooden shelves
- 1 sliding wooden half-shelf

#### Equipment features:
- 2 temperature zones (sparkling, white, rose and red wines)
- Temperature range of use (Upper part): 5°-12°C
- Temperature range of use (Lower part): 12°-20°C
- Full glass door anti-UV with black piano frame design.
- Glass type: 3-layers
- Tempered glass
- Color: black
- Reversible door: No
- Electric door opener
- Door stopper to maximum 120° opening to avoid damages
- 3 sliding shelves for bottles storage (cedem solid wood)
- Large capacity: 36 bottles (75cl light Bordeaux size)
- - Upper part (bottles 75cl): 24
  - - Lower part (bottles 75cl): 12
- Electronic regulation of thermostat
- Display for stable temperature and hygrometry
- White LED internal light and display

#### Special Accessoires:
- **Consumption:** 140 kWh/year
- **Electrical consumption:** 0.383kWh/24h
- **Current energy label:** A
- **Future energy label:** G
- **Noise level:** 40 dB
- **Climate class:** N (16°C - 32°C)
- **Type of gas:** R600a / 21g
- **Connection:** Schuko Plug type F

#### Available colour variations:
- EAN: 4251003106534
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